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“Virtuous monks, when I state that there are no dharmas outside, the student does not 
comprehend and immediately tries to find understanding within.  He sits down cross-
legged with his back against a wall, his tongue glued to the roof of his mouth, completely 
still and motionless.  This he takes to be the Buddha-dharma of the Patriarchal School.  
That’s all wrong! 
 “If you take the state of motionlessness and purity to be correct, then you are 
recognizing the darkness of avidya as master.  This is what a man of old meant when he 
said”  ‘Fearful indeed is the bottomless black pit!’  If on the other hand you recognize 
motion to be correct, since all plants and trees can move, must they then be the Way? 
 “Thus ‘motion is the wind element; motionlessness is the earth element.’  Motion 
and motionlessness both are without self-nature.  If you try to seize it within motion, it 
takes a position within motionlessness.  If you try to seize it within motionlessness, it takes 
a position within motion. 
  Like a fish hidden in a pool, 
  Smacking the waves as it leaps from the water. 
Virtuous monks, motion and motionlessness are merely two kinds of states; it is the non-
dependent Man of the Way who utilizes motion and utilizes motionlessness. 
 
 Congratulations everyone for making it in to the new year without any trouble.  I’m 
over ninety years old, and I was thinking that I should just quickly retire, but instead I’ve 
appeared again here, to make trouble for everybody.   
 The place that we read today in the text is what I spoke on in the previous sesshin.  
The reason why I’m taking up this place again is because it’s such an important part in 
the text, and I’m thinking of this teisho as giving thanks for the new year.  Whether you 
are a new student, or an old student, or somewhere in between, for all of you who are 
practicing  this is a very important part of the text, that’s why I’m talking about it again.  
And I want to try to get one step deeper in my teisho then I did last time, so, maybe the 
new people don’t have to worry about it, but for the old students I want you to open up a 
hole in your belly and really listen to what I’m saying so you can know for your very self 
this is the way it is.  Just using the ears you received from your mother and father it’s not 
possible to listen to this part and understand it.   
 What Rinzai is continuing from in this part of the text is when previously he said, 
“True sincerity is very difficult to attain.”  This follows that same idea, that it is very difficult 
to manifest the true activity of heart.  I always tell you that everyone has the activity of 
mind which brings their very self in to being.  Even a cat or a dog in the same way as a 
human being all things have activity of mind, and this activity forms their self.  Everyone 
has an activity of mind, but everyone’s activity of mind is different.   
 In Tathagata Zen we say that if we analyze this activity of mind in the broadest 
sense we say that there are two different kinds of activity of mind.  And if you hear this, if 
you are an old student, immediately you have to open up your eyes and say to yourself, 
“Of course that’s the way it is.  The activity of mind does the plus and minus activities.”  
I’ve been saying this over and over again up until now, that the activity of heart, the activity 
of mind is made up of the tatha-gata, thus-going, and the tatha-agata, thus-coming 
activities.   
 And it’s the way of teaching of Tathagata Zen to say that when you think about the 
activity of mind that you should think in terms of, on the one hand the condition of the 
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origin or the source, and on the other hand the condition of the result.   
 When you are completely sleeping, when you are soundly sleeping, that is of 
course the condition which arises when the activity of contraction, the minus activity has 
manifested itself totally.  But, what we have to carefully think about here is where this 
condition of complete, sound sleep came from.  It didn’t just appear unconditionally, it 
came from somewhere, where was that?  And as I’ve been telling you over and over 
again, when you take the activity of mind which scattered, which has broken apart, and 
when the minus activity takes this scattered state and accompanied by the plus activity, 
unifies this scattered state, integrates this scattered state until it reaches one point, that 
is the condition of sound, complete sleep.  The state of sleep, of complete sleep, is the 
state where the minus activity, of the contracting activity has taken the lead, taken the 
initiative, and accompanied by the plus activity has integrated and unified the scatted 
state of mind down to the absolute smallest point.    
 And the moment the minus activity arrives at this point of absolute small then she 
thinks, “I’ve done all the work that I have to do,” and then she sleeps.  And oppositely 
from the minus activity who has just fallen asleep the plus activity who has been acting 
as well, following the minus activity, when the minus activity falls asleep, plus immediately 
opens his eyes.  And when the plus activity opens his eyes the minus activity also must 
then open her eyes, and accompany the plus activity.  So minus and plus together are 
now manifesting this condition of absolute small.   
 This is the condition where there is no thinking going on at all.  This is the condition 
of total sleep where your head is wagging back and forth.  This state of sleep is really the 
best state.  It’s the most wonderful state, the most precious state.  It’s what we call true 
love.  Of course this is also what we mean by One True Nature.  This is the time in which 
plus and minus are acting without any will.  Everyone comes to teisho and they enter this 
state of sleep where they are listening to teisho without listening to teisho, and this is the 
manifestation of true love, and so that’s why we say, “Don’t bother them!  Don’t mess with 
this state!  Don’t go around and hit everybody with the keisaku during teisho.”  The unsui, 
the young monks all, even in Japan, they can really relax during teisho and catch up on 
their sleep. 
 It’s the same as if you are looking at an animal, even if you are looking at a bird or 
a dog or a cat, and they are manifesting true love together, we say “Don’t look thinking it 
is good or bad, or thinking it’s funny or not funny.  Look without looking.”   
 This absolute smallest condition that has been manifest through the initiative of the 
minus activity is what we can at least temporarily call the condition of the source.  This is 
a condition is which now the plus activity takes the lead, and the plus and minus activities 
do a repetitive activity of contrasting or we could say facing one another, and then unifying 
with one another over and over again.   
 And as I’ve been saying over and over again, this condition of the source manifests 
a new condition of the source, and then a new condition of the source, newer and newer, 
uncountably, infinitely, until finally it manifests the absolute expanse.  And I’ve also been 
telling you over and over again that if we name the very first condition of the origin one, 
then every other condition of the origin, be it five or seven or a hundred are all the same 
zero condition of the origin.  It isn’t a question of big or small.  Always there is just simply 
this one, singular, unique condition appearing.  There is no other state or condition other 
than this.  You must manifest for yourself the wisdom that knows that inevitably this 
condition of perfection, this condition of the origin will be manifest.   
 In order to catch for yourself this wisdom that the condition of the origin always 
manifests a new condition of the origin, is always manifesting zero, we have a lot of 
different koans.  For instance the koan of “The sound of one hand,” “Joshu’s Mu” all these 
koans are made in order for you to grasp this wisdom.  If you really can pass through, if 
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you really can realize the koan of “When you look at a flower you are already manifesting 
One True Nature together with that flower,” then anyone will already will understand this 
result, this condition of true love.  If you really truly can pass through, really truly can catch 
the experience for yourself that you and the flower are manifesting One True Nature when 
you see the flower, then everybody who can do that will understand that when plus and 
minus come together that is the manifestation of true love, that is perfection, that is True 
Nature.  But when I test you I have to say it’s clear you don’t understand.  The reason you 
don’t understand is that when you do zazen you just think about all sorts of irrelevant 
things, or you sleep.  You’ll never be able to experience this experience that we call One 
True Nature, or true love, if you are attached to any kind of thinking when you are doing 
this training that we call zazen.   
 Really it’s okay to do anything, anything is okay, but, on the other hand, if you 
attach to anything, then anything you do that you attach to is no good, nothing is okay.   
Everybody is experiencing true love, but then you all attach to this true love, and then you 
think that the self which is attached to true love is your true self, that’s why it’s impossible 
for you to realize One True Nature for yourself.   
 But it would also be  a mistake to act just like an animal, like a dog or a cat, and 
think, “Well, we just gave birth to our baby, but we don’t have to worry about it, let’s just 
throw it away.”  Actually even a dog or a cat, the father dog and the mother dog, or the 
father cat and the mother cat, they don’t from the very beginning just abandon their 
offspring to take care of themselves.  They always stay with their children until the children 
can walk for themselves and eat for themselves, then and only then do the parent animals 
forget that the child is a child.  When a dog or a cat can walk around by itself and fend for 
itself to a certain degree even though it might not be completely grown up, that’s the time 
it no longer needs its mother and father.   
 When one can do the activity of mind completely that’s when you don’t need your 
parents anymore.  When you do the activity of mind totally, then at that moment there is 
no activity of mind outside of your activity of mind.  Outside of this kid of activity of mind 
there are no things called outside or inside.   
 Concerning this tenet, the Zen master Baso when he was asked, “What is 

Buddha?” He said, “sokushinsokubutsu 即心即仏”  “This mind just as it is, is Buddha.”  I 

think that for new people you can’t understand what he meant by that, but even just in 
one night, if you practice hard for just one night and you grasp true love, then you’ll 
understand.  
 And this part in the text is when Rinzai is looking out on the students and saying, 
“All of you who are practicing together with me,” and giving his dharma talk on this activity 
of mind.  There is no complete person other than all of you, other than you yourself.  It’s 
the incomplete person who understands this principle and grows and develops, and 
becomes the complete person.  The incomplete self inevitably becomes the complete 
self, that’s Buddha.  But if you are attached to the incomplete self, no matter how much 
you study, no matter how many interesting things you learn, it will not do you any good.  
You’ll still simply be just saying this and that, blabbering on forever, without ever becoming 
complete.   
 As I always say, what we call the incomplete self is the self which has tatha-gata 
and tatha-agata incompletely as its content.  What we call the intellectual student, the 
smart-aleck student, means a person who thinks this incomplete self is their true self and 
then blabbers and speaks on and on about this and that.  Ananda was Shakyamuni 
Buddha’s nephew, and he was kind of like this, he was this intellectual, smart-aleck type 
of person who liked to blabber on and on about this and that, and that’s why he couldn’t 
get true enlightenment while the Buddha was still alive.  And if you are translating you 
might get feeling really good, and get the feeling like you are a Roshi, but you better be 
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careful.  And especially if other people start praising you and telling you you are a great 
translator, you get intoxicated by the praise and will really never get enlightenment, so 
you have to be even more careful.  So what Rinzai is saying here is “Don’t attach to the 
incomplete self.”   
 If it’s the Roshi, then the Roshi teaches all sorts of things, but when he is teaching 
he’s not attached to his incomplete self.  But something else can be teaching the exact 
same “all sorts of things,” but be attached to their incomplete self as they are teaching.  
It’s you who has to decide this difference.  You have to investigate for yourself when you 
see somebody talking on and on and on, you have to decide where they are coming from.   
 Then Rinzai gives a detailed dharma talk on these words “Motion and 
motionlessness.”  Motion the case of moving, and motionlessness is not moving.  If you 
are doing the practice of kakiwake, which means to write a discourse on a koan, and if 
it’s your job to do it on Baso’s koan, “Mind is Buddha.  No mind is no Buddha,” then in 
order to do this kakiwake you have to grasp that Baso is talking about motion and 
motionlessness.  
 As I always tell you this thing that we call the activity of heart or the activity of mind 
has as its content plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata activities.  When plus and 
minus separate, divide from one another that is when the self of motion appears.   The “I 
am” self appears.  The thing that we call the activity of motion is the activity of affirming 
the self.  And in contradistinction to motion we have motionlessness.  And when does this 
activity that we call motionlessness appear?   Motionlessness activity appears when the 
activity of motion, when the self disappears.  When the activity of motion is negated that 
is what we call the activity of motionlessness.  Motionlessness is the activity which 
negates the activity of motion.  The two mutually opposing activities manifest two mutually 
opposing kinds of selves.   
 When the activity of mind does the activity of the separation of subject and object 
that is when, always, the activity of motion, the activity of affirming the self appears. 
 Within the activity of motion there is an ultimate place, an ultimate point, a place 
where the activity of motion no longer needs to be done.  This is the absolute expanse.  
The state of negating the self is when this absolute expanse has been reached then the 
minus activity takes the lead, and the minus activity is accompanied by the plus activity, 
this is the negation of the self.  And in contradistinction to the ultimate point of affirming 
the self, the ultimate point of negating the self is the absolutely smallest point.  And this 
is the situation about which Baso said, “No mind is no Buddha.”  Zen practice is to be able 
to manifest this principle so clearly it’s as if you were holding it in your own hand.   
 Ad then Rinzai says that it is a great mistake to think that this perspective of 
motionlessness is the truth.  But also if you attach to motion as the truth, that’s also a 
mistake.  Whether you are taking up motion or you are taking up motionlessness, if you 
attach to either of those perspectives then motion and motionlessness both become no 
longer the truth, no longer reality. 
 And this is where we have to face a big problem.  What is this thing we call the 
condition of the source.  The condition of the source is the condition where the plus activity 
is taking the lead, and accompanied by the minus activity they together do a functioning 
in which they unify and face one another over and over again. However, this kind of 
activity is an activity without any will.  There you are sleeping, this condition where your 
head falls forward and then falls back, and you feel so good inside, the reason why we 
say it’s such a wonderful state is because it is happening without will.  You have to 
understand for yourself that true love is also this condition that has no will.   
 And here in the text he takes up this will-less condition, this condition of One True 

Nature, and he names it “mumyo 無明”  “avidya” “ignorance,” the totally stupid condition.  

The condition of the great fool.  But this condition of avidya is a condition is acting will-
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lessly, and therefore it has no need to see anything and no need to be seen by anything.  
In Zen we talk about true avidya, true ignorance, in which there is no person to see, is 

nothing to be seen, and we call it daimumyo 大無明, the great ignorance.  SO if you take 

avidya as an object then this great ignorance, daimumyo, is no longer daimumyo it’s just 
you making it as an object.  It has become objectified mumyo.   And Rinzai names this in 
the text specifically in the text and says, even though it isn’t translated clearly, the 
ignorance as an object, tamumyo, ignorance which is other than your self.  What he is 
saying is the mistake is to think that this avidya which you take as an object is the great 
avidya, that  is the mistake.  He says that as long as you are taking this avidya as an 
object to be the true avidya then you are making that avidya God, you are making that 
avidya your master, and you always will just be the slave to that master.  Actually if you 
really can become God’s slave, and live your life as God’s slave then it’s a good thing.  
It’s fine to be a true slave, but the problem is that you can’t really become a true slave of 
god, and then you come to hate God or begrudge God.  
 When you become the great ignorance yourself then you are no longer the slave 
of great ignorance.  You have become the absolute being yourself.  
 And then he talks about the words of an ancient patriarch and he quotes him and 
it says, “Fearful indeed is the bottomless black pit.”  This means that taking the great 
ignorance as an object is an incredibly fearful, scary thing.  The frightening, scary thing is 
to take the condition of the origin, the condition of the source, the condition of great 
ignorance as an object.   
 The condition of the source is exactly the source of your very self.  It is your self.  
But it’s a really difficult thing.  In order to realize that your self is the condition of the origin 
itself you must also know for yourself how it is that the self is born from, appears from the 
self.   
 And then Rinzai goes on repeating himself in a long winded way, and explaining 
more.  What would it be, what would it become if you looked upon things that move and 
think those moving things are the true things?  That’s what he means “If on the other hand 
you recognize motion to be correct.”  But for people who have truly realized when they 
look at a flower that flower is themselves this sort of mistake won’t come up.  The reason 
is that there is no self other than all of the moving things.  But because you take the 
moving things as objects that is why you are stuck in your incomplete self.  And what 
happens if you are stuck in seeing all the moving things as objects, if you are unable to 
manifest the wisdom for yourself that those moving things are yourself.  Then you will 
come to think that the objective world, the world of moving things is the true world.   
 What he is saying is that all things are moving.  Even plants are moving.  
Everything that appears is moving.  But then he asks you, does that mean that all of these 
moving things understand the principle of One True Nature.  And that is what it would 
mean, that even grass, even trees understand the activity of One True Nature.   
 We need to think about this carefully.  The activity that we call motion is the activity 
that appears with the separation of subject and object.  This activity of motion gives as its 
result the birth of moving things.  If we include the ancient way of speaking they used in 
ancient Buddhism then we can call the activity of motion the wind element.  And in 
contradistinction to the wind element we have the not moving element which was called 
traditionally the earth element.  This great earth, this great round globe itself not moving.  
But nowadays people know this whole great globe itself is moving, so they might want to 
say, “Rinzai, I don’t think you have it quite right.”  What we are actually talking about here 
is the great COSMOS.  When the great cosmos, the whole universe itself divides itself in 
to two, that is when motion appears.   
 But without fail the activity of the separation of subject and object will then also 
manifest the activity of the unification of subject and object.  And when this happens then 
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the self which has appeared as the moving self within this great cosmos will dissolve itself, 
and then the earth element appears, the condition of motionlessness appears.  And that 
is the great cosmos.  So although it says the earth element in the text what we really 
mean by that is the one great cosmos itself, and what is meant by the wind element is the 
activity of mind.  The activity of mind will always be repeating the functions of separation 
and unification of subject and object, or we could say it’s repeating the activities of motion 
and motionlessness.  That is the shape of the cosmos.  That is the dharma activity, the 
mind activity, the activity which forms the cosmos.  And this activity of mind, the dharma 
activity acts without will. 
 It is absolutely not the case that the activity of dharma, the activities of plus and 
minus, the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are working with anything like an “I am” 
self.  If you really understand what I have been talking about up until now about the activity 
of mind, then the part later in the text will be easy for you. 
 It looked like the shika was having a good nap, but then he woke right up to ring 
the bell.  Good thing.  Maybe I should talk for a little it more though.  I don’t know about 
this year that is coming upon us.  I feel maybe I could just fall down dead at any moment, 
and then sometimes I feel I could keep on going forever, but, anyway, today my teeth hurt 
and it makes it hard to talk so let’s stop. 


